[Value of various hematologic indexes proposed for identifying healthy carriers of the beta-thalassemic trait].
The results of a screening for beta-heterozygous thalassemia conducted on 999 school-boys aged from 11 to 13 are the following: 7.5% of the subjects were taker of the thalassemia trait; 74 subjects over 75 with beta-heterozygous thalassemia had "Mean Corpuscolar Volume" (MCV) values below 70 fl. The results of the subjects with globular volume less than or equal to 79 fl (with or without beta-thalassemia) were used to compare the diagnostic accuracy of beta-thalassemia for the hematological indexes of England-Fraser, Mentzer, Shine-Lal and the MCV estimations. This comparison has shown better results in terms of sensibility and specificity for MCV with respect to the other indexes. A more extensive application of the study could be convenient in order to evaluate if the MCV level of 70 fl is effective to discriminate between beta-thalassemia and non thalassemic microcytosis.